Soft Skills Training
for students, PhD students, researchers
and fellows from European Programmes

Our Offer
- Your Win!

Scientific skills and knowledge are crucial. In order to leverage this knowledge
and create a sustainable career, soft skills are key. These capabilities are vital to
ensure that
-

Members of a project team work together efficiently
Projects are conducted and managed in a professional way
Communication within a project and towards third parties is contributing
to its success
Members of a scientific team are prepared and comfortable to present
their results to various audiences

We provide soft skills workshops in English and German for students,
graduates, PhD students and fellows from European Programmes.
By combining several of the workshop modules described below, you may
generate training curriculums lasting from half a day to several days. These are
our Skills Routes!

If your demand is not covered,
please get in contact with us so
that we can tailor workshops
specifically according your needs.
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Your Skills Routes

Crossing the mountain pass

From the valley to the top!
We are at your assistance for climbing the mountain
… and beyond!
Part 1
Supporting the beginning phase of the doctorate giving the PhD candidates
information in Workshops about themes like:
• Team management
• Project management
• Scientific writing
• Presentation skills

Part 2
Individual coaching of the PhD candidates during their doctorate period.
The coaching frequency will be agreed as appropriate; however, we
recommend at least one coaching session every 6 weeks.

Part 3
Supporting the PhD candidates on the planning of their future activities
after the presentation of their Doctoral Thesis.
We prepare tailored offers adapted to the necessities of the
PhD candidates and their research institutions.
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Sailing the ocean

We support your team building, to allow your boat to
arrive safely at the port of destination
No matter whether your crew is already a well-established team or whether
you are starting out on a new journey, it’s always beneficial to reflect on
where you want to go and what you can do to adjust to current or future
circumstances.
From Captain’s plans through Boarding until Arrival at the Port, we support
your team until it goes ashore!
We prepare tailored offers adapted to the necessities of your own team.

Going across the desert

When you way is interrupted through a desert, you
need to find out where the oases are.
Let us guide your personal caravan!
Your caravan includes:
• Workshops to strength your skills
• Personal individual coaching to get your own route through your
particular „desert“
We prepare tailored offers adapted to your specific necessities.
Our standard support lasts for 6 months.
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Content of the workshops
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Communication

Constructive
Communication

Constructive Communication is based on Nonviolent Communication
system of Marshall B. Rosenberg.
The unit is based on the book from Gabriele Lindemann and Vera Heim
from 2010 “Erfolgsfaktor Menschlichkeit. Wertschätzend führen – wirksam
kommunizieren”.
The aim of this unit is to give the participants a tool to better communicate, also in cases where conflict is ongoing.
By using this method the participants can communicate in a more clear
manner and to better ask for the needed answers.
This unit can be offered as a half or as a full workshop day.
At the full day workshop day, the theory will cover more aspects of the
constructive communication and more interaction among the participants
will be trained.

This training covers half or
a complete workshop day.

Trainer: Dr. Natalia Balcázar
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Basics
for Speakers

This unit is based on experiences and several tools and techniques,
but also on input from university didactic.
The aim of this unit is to give the participants ideas and experiences
to improve their speeches. Also to show how body and voice can be
used to improve the presence “on stage”.
After the unit the participants will be able to make presentations
that keep the attention of the audience.

This unit covers a half a
workshop day.

Trainer: Dr. Natalia Balcázar

It is also possible to book individual
coaching for a min. of 4 hours.
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Presenting with
Presence

How to be authentic and confident in front of the audience
A successful presentation needs more than a good content. The goal of
this training is to develop your presence both on stage and in relevant
discussions. It will enable you to interact in an authentic way with your
audience, even in unpredictable situations.
This training is highly interactive and makes use of practical exercises that
are also used in improvisation theatre settings.

This training covers a
full workshop day.

Trainer: Dörte Schröder
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Effective
Communication and
Cooperation

Today, everyone needs to communicate and cooperate with other people
in their working environment. However, this is not always easy, as there
are a lot of different personal styles and preferences, even if there is a
common target.
This training is about becoming aware of the different styles, reflect on
your own behavior and learn how you can use those differences in a
constructive way and even benefit from being different. The participants
will experience practical methods on how to better connect to other
people, how to establish a trustful relationship and consequently
cooperate in a more fruitful way.
We will approach these topics in an interactive and playful way. We will
perform tailored exercises, that will allow the participants to experience
how communication works and what can be done to improve cooperation.

This training covers a
full workshop day.

Trainer: Dörte Schröder
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Conflict
Management

Conflicts are everywhere, whether open and visible or hidden below the
surface. Therefore it is crucial to develop personal skills to be able to
handle conflicts in a constructive way.
This training will give a brief introduction on the iceberg model and nonviolent communication, before focusing extensively on practicing and
experimenting with the different options and strategies for conflict
handling.

This training covers half a
workshop day.

Trainer: Dörte Schröder
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Project Management

Project
management
basics

Project management basics offers a first information about the theoretical
and practical application of project management.
The aim of this unit is to give to the participants information about
practical approaches to projects and to help them to prepare the
management by themselves.
This unit can be carry out as:

§

1,5 hours unit, including theory introduction and short practice
or

§

Half a workshop day, including theory introduction and longer practice
In this module would be possible to include one or both of following
aspects into the theoretical part:
- Change processes
- Conflict management

This training covers half a
workshop day.

Trainer: Dr. Natalia Balcázar
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Agile
Project
Methodologies

“Agile project methodologies” provide a framework for delivering projects
especially in a complex environment and with a team of knowledge
workers.
The aim of this training is to become familiar with the principles of agile
project management as well as a basic understanding of SCRUM as one
wide-spread implementation of agile methodologies.

The basic training covers a full workshop day.
The normal training that also includes experiencing the SCRUM roles in an
interactive way (highly recommended!) covers two full days (12 hours).

This training covers a
full workshop day.

Trainer: Dörte Schröder
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Personal development

Competence
Balance

Competence Balance is based on the NRW supported project
“Kompetenzbilanz NRW . Stärken kennen – Stärken nutzen“
The aim of Competence Balance is to make
visible the strengths of the participants and to identify the Competences
that are/were acquired in non-formal frameworks.
After the Balance there will be more clear for the participants which
competence areas are distinctive for themselves and which have potential
to be further developed.
This unit can be carry out as:

§
§

Half a workshop day, including the explanation of the method and
carry out of the Competence Balance
or
Full workshop day, including the explanation of the method and carry
out of the Competence Balance, an individual evaluation and
discussion with the participants

This training covers half a
workshop day.

Trainer: Dr. Natalia Balcázar
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Responsibility and
Teamwork
Capabilities as a
Personal Skill

Being able to act from responsibility has a huge impact on both the
cooperation within a team and your power to achieve your goals in your
personal life. It lets you get results consistently, enable you to handle
issues in a sustainable way, increases your power and clarity and develops
your collaborative mindset.
We will investigate what it takes to operate from a responsibility
perspective and learn about and experience practical exercises.

This training covers half a
workshop day.

Trainer: Dörte Schröder
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Contact / References

.eu

Soft skills workshops and coaching for:
• Marie Curie Fellows Association
• CERFA
• University Duisburg-Essen
• Leuphana University, Luneburg
• Hochschule Rhein-Waal
Technical University of Cologne mentoring
programme

European Environmental Project
Management

Dr. Natalia Balcázar

Bismarckstr. 142, D-47057 Duisburg
Tel.:
+49 203 / 306 15 95
Fax:
+49 203 / 306-14 15
Email:
nb@skills-route.eu
Soft skills workshops and coaching for:
• Marie Curie Fellows Association
• CERFA
• several companies in telecommunications,
advertising, health services, retail services
• several networking organizations
Supervision and mentoring for:
• Technical University of Cologne
• Coaches and change managers

Agile Transition and Change Processes

Dipl.-Math. Dörte Schröder

Jagdweg 2a, D-53115 Bonn
Tel.:
+49 228 38758317
Email: ds@skills-route.eu
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